Under tensile deformation, Au nanowires ͑NWs͒ elongate to form single atom chains via a series of intermediate structural transformations. These intermediate structures are investigated using static densityfunctional theory, with particular attention paid to their behavior under load. The accessibility of these structures and their stability under load are found to be key factors governing the morphological evolution of the NW, while the ground-state energy of the unstrained structures does not correlate well with the observed behavior. Reverse loading conditions are also studied, where a NW is first deformed in tension and then deformed in compression. Again, accessibility and stability under load are the key criteria for predicting the evolution of the NW. Finally, electronic structure studies show abrupt opening and closing of small band gaps during tensile deformation, possibly explaining conductance oscillations observed experimentally. An analysis of the orbital interactions responsible for this unusual band-gap behavior is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The formation and electrical properties of Au single atom chains ͑SAC͒ have attracted considerable attention from the scientific community, both for fundamental studies of the electrical and mechanical behavior of few-atom systems, and for their enormous potential as interconnects in future atomic-size electrical devices. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] In addition, the reproducible breaking strength of Au SACs make them promising candidates for intrinsic force calibration standards. 13 All Au SACs are formed by a ductile thinning process during tensile deformation. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Considerable modeling work has been devoted to the investigation of such wires, with particular attention to the relationship between wire thinning and conductance values. A few review works on the subject have been written as well. 54 , 55 The structural changes that occur during the final stages of elongation to a SAC have also been extensively examined, 11, 47, 56 but disagreement remains as to which atomic configuration is most stable at that stage. 19, [57] [58] [59] [60] In addition to this still being an open question, little attention has been paid to the morphology of the intermediate stages in the nanowire ͑NW͒ evolution. Moreover, stability calculations for possible intermediate/final structures have often been conducted using relaxed ͑unstrained͒ atomic configurations. In particular, a recent static characterization of possible intermediate atomic structures for elongated Au NWs found a band gap for one particular configuration. 46 However, these simulations were conducted using very idealized conditions ͑infinite chain, unloaded conditions͒ and did not address the accessibility of these structures during a tensile deformation experiment, or the stability of the structure itself under tensile load conditions.
We recently used static density-functional theory ͑DFT͒ to explore the structural evolution of Au NWs during tensile deformation under a wide range of conditions, including high-and low-symmetry axes, different nanowire shapes, and different effective strain rates. A rich diversity of structural transitions was found, and four apparently stable intermediate atomic structures were identified. 13 In this paper, we use DFT to explore the stability ͑under load͒ and electronic properties of these intermediate atomic structures and of other possible structures reported in the literature. We find that the sequence of structural transitions that result in SAC formation depends upon three important factors: structural accessibility, i.e., the presence of an energetically reasonable deformation path from a previous configuration to the structure under examination, stability of such a structure under load, and low energy under the constraint of fixed wire length and number of atoms.
To further investigate the accessibility and stability of such structures, the reversibility of the elongation process has been analyzed. In all cases examined, if the deformation path is changed from tension to compression at some point in the simulation, bonds that had just broken are reformed. Moreover, upon compressing a SAC over a limited range, we observed the formation of ordered two-dimensional ͑2D͒ structures, although the sequence of structures formed did not always mirror those observed during tensile loading. Again, accessibility, stability under the applied load and low energy must be considered together to understand why a particular structure is formed. All of these findings agree with experimental structural observations, 19 as well as with measures of conductance for Au NWs, where very similar plateaus for the quantum conductance are found before the single atom contact is broken, and after it has been broken and reformed again. 61 Lastly, electronic properties of all accessible intermediate structures were computed, and the opening of a small gap ͑about 0.4 eV͒ was found when a small amount of the previously reported 46 ZZ3 + 5 structure developed during elongation. This is a much smaller gap than that found for the ideal, infinite ZZ3 + 5 structure ͑1.3 eV͒, 46 but it was obtained using much more realistic structural and elastic strain conditions. The paper is organized as follows. The details of our simulations are discussed in Sec. II, and our results are presented in Sec. III, starting with the analysis of the relative stability and accessibility of the various structures under tensile conditions in Sec. III A. The local reversibility of the elongation and the evolution of the SAC under compression are discussed next in Sec. III B, followed by the investigation of the electronic properties in Sec. III C. Lastly, our conclusions are summarized.
II. METHOD
The structural evolution and electronic properties of the intermediate atomic configurations were explored using static DFT simulations of infinite-length chains with onedimensional periodic boundary conditions. As described in detail in Ref. 13 , the computations were conducted using DMol 3 , 62, 63 where the physical wave function is expanded in an accurate numerical basis set. 64 We used a real-space cutoff of 0.4 nm and a double-zeta, atom-centered basis set ͑dnd͒. A generalized gradient approximation approach ͑Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 65 ͒ was used, along with a hardness conserving semilocal pseudopotential ͓dspp ͑Ref. 66͔͒, where only electrons with n = 5 and n = 6 were handled explicitly. Lastly, geometry optimization was performed using a conjugate gradient approach based on a delocalized internal coordinate scheme. 67, 68 In our previous paper, 13 we investigated the elongation of Au NWs by statically applying tensile strain in very small increments to initial structures such as those shown in Fig. 1 , i.e., NWs with wire axes along ͓110͔ or ͓111͔ crystallographic orientations, that are elongated along high-or lowsymmetry tensile axes. The top and bottom two ͑or more͒ planes constituted the grips, which were incrementally moved along the tensile axis at each elongation step. After each tensile increment, the grip atoms were kept fixed while all of the other atoms were allowed to relax into new configurations. For all simulations, we utilized a finite cluster configuration to easily investigate different pulling mechanisms ͑both single and double sided stretching modes were used͒, and to eliminate self-interactions between the ends of the chain. In the following we will refer to these as the "cluster" simulations. Numerous cell shapes, sizes, and tensile axes were studied, in addition to those depicted in Fig. 1 .
As a result of the cluster simulations described above, four apparently stable intermediate atomic configurations were frequently found during the elongation process. 13 These structures will be referred to as "Zigzag," "Hexagonal," "Triangular110," and "Triangular111," and they are shown in Figs. 2͑a͒-2͑d͒. A small amount of structure "ZZ3 + 5" was found as well ͓Fig. 2͑e͔͒. To better understand the stability of such structures, and to compare their stability under tensile loading to that of other possible configurations that have been proposed in the literature, 46 we computed structural and electronic properties for several such configurations.
All of the structures we examined are shown in Fig. 2 . Structure ͑a͒ is the commonly studied "Zig-Zag" structure, 19, 58, 69, 70 structure ͑b͒ is a hexagonal structure ͑"Hexagonal"͒ oriented as we found it in the course of our cluster simulations, structure ͑c͒, "Triangular110", is the only nonplanar stable intermediate structure that we encountered in our ͓110͔-oriented wire cluster simulations ͑note that this structure is a conventional triangular truss design used for construction͒, and structure ͑d͒ is a stable intermediate nonplanar structure that occurs frequently during the elongation of our ͓111͔-oriented wire ͑"Triangular111"͒. Structure ͑e͒ was proposed in Ref. 46 , where it was named "ZZ3 + 5," and it is of great interest because it exhibits a semiconductorlike electronic structure. Structure ͑f͒ ͑ZZ3 + 5-mod͒ is a variation of structure ͑e͒ that we explored for completeness sake, and finally, structure ͑g͒ is a rotated hexagonal structure ͑"Hexagonal-mod"͒, that is related to "ZZ3 + 5." Thus, the structures in Figs. 2͑a͒-2͑d͒ were extensively found in our earlier cluster nanowire stretching simulations, and structures , and 70͒ and found in our cluster simulations; ͑b͒ "Hexagonal," found in our cluster simulations; ͑c͒ "Triangular110," found in our ͓110͔-wire cluster simulations; ͑d͒ "Triangular111," found in our ͓111͔-wire cluster simulations; ͑e͒ "ZZ3 + 5," a modification of the rotated hexagonal phase, as proposed in Ref. 46 , ͑f͒ "ZZ3 + 5-mod," modification of ZZ3 + 5; and ͑g͒ "Hexagonal-mod," rotated hexagonal phase. The arrow indicates the loading direction.
in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑e͒ were previously discussed in the literature.
To make energy comparisons as straightforward as possible, we considered the same size cell wherever structurally allowed. Therefore, we used 24 atom cells for the structures in Figs. 2͑a͒-2͑f͒, and a 25 atom cell for the structure in Fig.  2͑g͒ . In all simulations, we considered an infinite chain configuration, i.e., we eliminated the grips and considered a cell with one-dimensional ͑1D͒ periodic boundary conditions. In DMol 3 it is not possible to apply periodic boundary conditions along one direction only, so a configuration with 1D periodic boundary conditions is obtained considering a threedimensional ͑3D͒ periodic cell with the correct length in the direction of real periodicity, and large amounts of vacuum along the remaining two directions. However, because in DMol 3 the wave function is expanded in a numerical basis set, the addition of vacuum does not increase the computational cost of the calculations. Therefore, we considered very large ͑200 Å͒ cells in the lateral directions, so that no interaction between a cell and its image would affect our results. For all 24-atom cell calculations we used 5 Monkhorst-Pack k-points 71 in the periodic direction when performing the elongation simulations, and 11 Monkhorst-Pack k-points when analyzing the total and partial density of states ͑DOS and pDOS, respectively͒ of the system.
The energy gaps discussed in Sec. III C were computed from band structure calculations, where 100 k-points were used along the ⌫-X direction. Extensive tests were performed to guarantee convergence in k points for all our results. The highest occupied molecular orbitals ͑HOMOs͒ displayed in Fig. 14 were computed in Gamma.
At each tensile step, the cell size along the tensile axis direction was incremented by a fixed amount, and all of the atoms in the cell were allowed to relax into a new configuration. This methodology has been extensively used in recent years when studying nanowire deformation. 72 Usually, the system was considered converged when the change in total energy per atom was less than 1 ϫ 10 −6 eV and the atomic forces were less than 0.001 eV/ Å. Different effective strain rates were simulated by slightly changing the convergence criteria on the gradient of the atomic positions, similar to the procedure in Picaud et al. 73 Thus, the most stringent convergence criteria produce highly converged structures that correspond to real systems that were strained slowly enough to allow complete relaxation. Slightly less stringent convergence criteria approximate higher strain rates where the system has less time to relax. This procedure is used to explore the possible effects of strain rate on this system, and no quantitative correspondence to real physical strain rates is implied. Because calculations were much faster for these 1D cases than for the cluster calculations, many more effective strain rate and tensile axis variations were investigated. As in the cluster calculations, slightly off-axis ͑i.e., low symmetry͒ tensile axes were predominantly used to guarantee that no artificially symmetric deformation path was imposed during deformation.
III. RESULTS

A. Stability and accessibility of stable intermediate structures
As reported previously, 13 four apparently stable intermediate atomic configurations ͑"Zigzag," "Hexagonal," "Triangular110," and "Triangular111," Fig. 2͒ were found in a DFT-based structural study of Au nanowire deformation. The formation pathways for these structures involved large rearrangements of local atomic structure. We refer to Ref. 13 for examples of all those intermediate configurations as found during our cluster simulations, and of some of their formation pathways.
In the following, we investigate the energetic and structural properties of these intermediate structures, as well as those of other 2D configurations as described in Sec. II. Total energy minimization under elastic conditions will be discussed first, followed by more physically motivated energy comparisons between structures that are elongated under conditions that allow for plastic deformation.
As a first step in the characterization of these structures, we computed their total energy as a function of isotropic volume change. This approach was used by Fioravante et al. 46 to evaluate the relative stability of different atomic structures in Au nanowires. It is doubtful that such an analysis would provide reliable predictions since the imposed tensile deformation of a nanowire is highly directional and very different from an isotropic volume change. However, it allows for a very straightforward comparison between the various structures.
For the isotropic volume change calculation, all of the initial configurations were prepared such that the nearestneighbor ͑nn͒ distance between atoms coincided with the nearest-neighbor distance in bulk Au ͑2.88 Å͒. As a consequence, the overall length of the wire was different from structure to structure ͓see Table I , column ͑A͔͒. These results are presented in Fig. 3 . As shown in Fig. 3 , the isotropic expansion approach predicts that the two-dimensional hexagonal structure ͑"Hexagonal"͒ is the most stable structure, followed by "Hexagonal-mod" ͑still two dimensional͒ for interatomic distances shorter than their bulk value, and by "Triangular111" ͑a three-dimensional configuration͒ for interatomic distances larger than their bulk value. The least stable structure is the commonly found "Zig-Zag." This stability ranking does not correspond well with the structures observed in our simulations. 13 Thus, the "Hexagonal-mod" structure was never seen in our cluster simulations or reported in the literature, while "Zig-Zag" is a well-known intermediate structure encountered while elongating Au nanowires. It is therefore clear that this isotropic volume change test does not capture the necessary physics and a more physically motivated approach is required. As a second step toward understanding what determines the relative stability of these structures, we investigated the effect of purely elastic tensile deformation: considering just the unit cell of each structure, we strained it along the axial direction in such a way that all degrees of freedom were relaxed inside the unit cell and only the length of the cell remained as a boundary condition. Results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 4 . The "Hexagonal" structure remains the most stable, followed by the "Triangular111," and, again, the least stable is the "Zig-Zag" structure. However, compared to the isotropic results, small changes are found in the cross over points between the "Triangular111" and "Hexagonal-mod" structures, and also between the "Triangular110" and "ZZ3 + 5" ones. The average nearest-neighbors distance for each structure in its minimal energy configuration ͑zero applied stress͒ is reported in Table II . For 2D structures, such interatomic distances are always smaller than their bulk value, and not much of a variation is observed among different structures. However, for 3D structures ͑"Triangular111" and "Triangular110"͒ the average nearestneighbor distance approaches the bulk value, and a larger variation is observed among the two structures. For each structure, the wire length corresponding to the minimal energy is given in Table II for the unit cells, and in Table I for the 24-atom cells. Such 24-atom cells have also been used in simulations where both elastic and plastic deformation are allowed ͑see below͒. The need for such simulations is highlighted by the fact that, again, the stability ranking obtained considering only elastic effects does not agree with our previous findings. 13 Three very important factors must be taken into consideration when trying to understand the intermediate stages of elongation. First, intermediate structures must be accessible. This means that there must be an energetically reasonable deformation path from a given initial structure to the structure under examination. Second, the structure must be stable under the imposed strain. This can only be tested by allowing structural rearrangements during deformation, and is therefore not included in elastic calculations. Third, because of the stretching, the length of the wire is constrained. There is no experimental evidence of a significant diffusion of atoms from the bulk to the elongating wire, so we may safely assume a constant number of atoms in the wire itself. Therefore, given a fixed number of atoms, it is not which structure is energetically most favorable at the ideal nearest-neighbor distance that counts, but which one is most favorable for the required wire length.
To include all of these factors in our investigation, we used incremental static DFT to elongate the different structures, similar to what was done for the cluster calculations. Only "Hexagonal," "Triangular110," "ZZ3 + 5," "Zig-zag," and "Triangular111" were investigated, since "Hexagonalmod" and "ZZ3 + 5-mod" were never found in our cluster simulations or reported in the literature. For each structure, we performed two sets of simulations, one where the initial structures had nearest-neighbor separations set to the bulk value, and a second set starting from the zero stress configurations determined using the elastic-only simulations ͑Fig. 4͒. Comparing these sets of simulations allowed us to evaluate, for each structure, how sensitive the evolution of the wire is to small elastic changes in the starting interatomic distances. For all of our structures, simulations conducted with exactly the same parameters but different initial interatomic distances showed no observable differences after the first few elongation steps. In contrast to the cluster calculations, these structures were simulated as infinite chains, with periodic boundary conditions applied along the tensile direction. Thus, no grips were included, i.e., no atoms were constrained during the simulation. Several tensile axes, either along z or forming small angles ͑Ϸ1°to 2°͒ with the z direction, were investigated. No significant difference in the evolution of the wire or breaking force was found as a function of the tensile axis. Several effective strain rates and step sizes were also investigated. General behaviors were found to be independent of these variables. However, lower strain rates and smaller elongation steps sometimes resulted in a larger number of atoms being involved in the structural phase transformations that occur during the elongation.
The plot in Fig. 5 shows the energy/atom during the early stages of elongation plotted versus the engineering strain ⑀ ͓⑀ = ͑L − L 0 ͒ / L 0 , with L 0 and L being the initial and final NW lengths͔. For each structure, the initial length corresponds to the 24-atom wire ͑Table I͒ in the minimum energy ͑zero applied stress͒ condition. As pointed out in the literature ͑Ref. 51 for instance͒, discontinuities in this energy curve correspond to structural changes; the corresponding atomic configurations are also shown in Fig. 5 . In agreement with the elastic stability evaluation ͑Fig. 4͒, the "Triangular111" and "ZZ3 + 5" structures deform elastically up to a much FIG. 6 . ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Plots of energy/atom versus NW length. The runs are labeled with the name of the initial structure. During elongation, the initial configuration undergoes structural phase transformations corresponding to large, abrupt jumps in the energy curve. Examples of such transformations are shown in panels ͑b͒ and ͑c͒. ͑b͒ Evolution of the "Triangular111" structure to "Triangular110" ͑III͒, then to "Hexagonal" ͑IV͒, and finally a SAC ͑VI͒. In configuration ͑VI͒ a small amount of "ZZ3 + 5" ͑circled͒ can be seen. ͑c͒ The "ZZ3 + 5" structure quickly morphs into a "Zig-Zag" configuration ͑ii͒, then unzips and forms a SAC ͑iv͒. larger engineering strain than the less stable "Triangular110" and "Zig-Zag" structures. However, the "Hexagonal" structure, which is the most stable under solely elastic deformation, encounters its first structural transformation at a smaller engineering strain than the "Triangular111" or "ZZ3 + 5" structures. Overall, reasonable agreement is found for the other structures as well, between isotropic stability and duration of the elastic deformation.
The energetic behavior for the complete elongation process is presented in Fig. 6 for all structures of interest. Very interesting, and sometimes surprising, phase transformations occur. For example ͓see Fig. 6͑b͔͒ , the "Triangular111" structure follows the deformation path Triangular111͑I͒ ⇒ Disordered͑II͒, ⇒Triangular110͑III͒, ⇒Hexagonal͑IV͒, ⇒SAC͑VI͒, even though "Triangular110" is a higher energy configuration than "Triangular111." Similarly, "ZZ3 + 5" quickly morphs into "Zig-Zag," which is significantly less stable than "ZZ3 + 5" ͓see Fig. 6͑c͔͒ . All of these transitions can be understood in terms of accessibility and constrained dimensions, while remembering that uniaxial elastic deformation is not isotropic; thus, the Fig. 3 results are at best a guideline. As shown in Table I , "Triangular111" is the structure with the shortest intrinsic length. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that it would evolve into some other structure that is less compact. "Triangular110" is structurally much closer to "Triangular111" than, for example "Hexagonal," and it is, therefore, a good intermediate step. The most surprising aspect of this transformation is the recovery of a highly ordered structure ͑"Triangular110"͒ from an intermediate, disordered configuration. A measure of this disorder is given by the bond angle distribution shown in Fig. 7 , where the three structures ͑"Triangular111," disordered, and "Triangular110"͒ are compared.
From "Triangular110" the structural path to "Hexagonal is relatively easy through a simple unzipping process and that is exactly what is seen in our simulations. Similarly, an easy deformation path connects "ZZ3 + 5" to "Zig-Zag" ͓see Fig.  6͑b͔͒ , and this transformation occurs for elongations large enough to make it energetically convenient ͑the "Zig-Zag" structure has a larger intrinsic length than "ZZ3 + 5"͒. For faster effective strain rates, the same structural deformation path ͑i.e., sequence of structures͒ was usually seen, but only a limited number of atoms would participate in the structural rearrangement. One example of such behavior is shown in Fig. 8͑a͒ , where the initial structure ͑"Triangular111"͒ transforms only locally into "Triangular110" first, and "Hexagonal" later. This evolution path should be compared to that displayed in Fig. 6͑b͒ , where the elongation proceeded at a lower effective strain rate and all of the atoms participated in the transformation. Finally, it is important to note that both Figs. 6͑b͒ and 8 show the formation of a limited amount of the "ZZ3 + 5" structure ͑slightly larger in Fig. 8͒ . This proves the accessibility of the "ZZ3 + 5" structure, which may be of technological importance due to its semiconductor properties.
At this point, it is important to compare the structural deformation paths found for infinite chains with 1D periodic boundary conditions to those seen in the cluster calculations. A consistency between the two sets of results would further guarantee that limitations in the method ͑such as the chosen contact shape or size in the cluster simulations, or cell size in the chain simulations͒ have not significantly affected our results. In general, all of the structural transitions seen using the infinite chains have also been seen in the cluster calculations, but usually involving a smaller number of atoms. As an example, Fig. 8͑b͒ shows a cluster calculation of the evolution of a ͓110͔-NW from a "Triangular110" local structure into an "Hexagonal" one, and finally the formation of a very small amount of "ZZ3 + 5."
Finally, we computed and compared the average nearestneighbor distances for representative structures in all of the considered cases: cluster simulations for ͓110͔-and ͓111͔-cells and infinite chains; results are shown in Fig. 9 for a few of these cases. The initial positions for all of the cluster simulations were those of a perfect fcc lattice, either ͑110͒ or ͑111͒-oriented ͓Fig. 9͑d͔͒. The labels used in Figs. 9͑b͒ and   FIG. 7 . ͑Color online͒ Angle distribution for three configurations along the "Triangular111" elongation path: ͑a͒ wire length = 2 nm gives the elastically deformed "Triangular111" structure shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ I, ͑b͒ wire length= 2.08 nm produces the partially disordered structure shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ II, and ͑c͒ wire length= 2.3 nm gives the "Triangular110" structure shown in Fig.  6͑b͒ III. 9͑c͒ to indicate the different simulations refer to the intermediate structure that developed, in the central part of the chain, during the elongation process. Therefore, for the cluster simulations, only atoms initially in the central part of the wire are considered in this analysis ͓Fig. 9͑d͔͒. Conversely, all of the atoms are considered when analyzing infinite chain results. Overall, good agreement between the two sets of calculations is found. In all cases the largest average nearestneighbor distance found is about 2.94 Å, which corresponds to a 2.1% increase from its bulk value. However, structures with nearest-neighbor distances larger or equal to the bulk value are not energetically favorable, and the atoms quickly rearrange in such a way to shorten their nearest-neighbor distance to a value lower than its bulk value of 2.88 Å. 74, 75 Considering the diminished dimensionality of the wire, and, especially, the reduced number of nearest neighbor's in the elongated portion of the wire, this finding is in good agreement with the nearest-neighbor distance of about 2.50 Å found in the limiting case of a Au dimer. [76] [77] [78] Also, the average nearest-neighbor distance always diminishes going from 3D structures to 2D structures. Examples of 3D configurations include all of the data points up to an engineering strain of 0.9 for the ͓110͔-cell ͓Fig. 9͑b͔͒, or "Triangular111" up to an engineering strain of about 0.2 in the case of the infinite chains ͓Fig. 9͑a͔͒. The average nearest-neighbor distance for 2D structures is found to be about 2.8 Å from infinite chain calculations, about 2.84 Å from ͓110͔-cell cluster calculations and 2.86 Å from ͓111͔-cell cluster calculations. Also, this does not depend significantly on the structure itself. The value found using infinite chain simulations is slightly lower than those found using cluster calculations and shows smaller variability because all of the atoms participated in the structural transformation and belonged to the same 2D structure. Conversely, in the cluster simulation case, the constrained grips reduce the freedom of movement of the atoms in the central part of the wire, and in most cases some of the atoms included in the calculation have not contributed to the structural transformation.
B. Reversibility of the tensile deformation
To further characterize the morphological changes exhibited by the NWs during deformation, we investigated the reversibility of the structural transformations by reversing the load from tension to compression. This approach also provides further insight into the accessibility and stability of the different intermediate structures. FIG. 8 . ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Evolution of "Triangular111" obtained using an effective strain rate faster than in Fig. 6͑b͒ : the structural transitions are the same in both cases but here they only occur locally ͑i.e., they did not span the whole chain͒. Also, a larger amount of "ZZ3 + 5" structure is formed here ͑stage V, circled͒ than in the slower structural transition shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ . ͑b͒ Evolution of a ͓110͔-cell into "Triangular110" ͑II͒ and "Hexagonal" ͑v͒, obtained using cluster calculations. ⑀ is the engineering strain. In ͑b͒ V, a small amount of "ZZ3 + 5" is also visible ͑circled͒. 9 . ͑Color online͒ Average nearest-neighbor distances for: ͑a͒ infinite chain simulations, ͑b͒ cluster simulations for ͓110͔-axis wires, and ͑c͒ cluster simulations for ͓111͔-axis wires. ͑d͒ Simulation cells for the cluster calculations: the only nearest-neighbor distances considered in this analysis are those between atoms located in the central part of the wires ͓framed area ͑red online͔͒. The solid horizontal line in ͑a͒, ͑b͒, and ͑c͒ indicates the nearest-neighbor distance in bulk Au.
We studied reversibility using both cluster and infinite chain simulations. In particular, we investigated the reversibility of the structural transformation connecting 2D arrangements ͑"Hexagonal," "ZZ3 + 5," or "Zig-Zag"͒ to SACs. In these studies, we utilized configurations obtained during tensile deformation as initial configurations. Starting from such atomic positions, the wire was compressed at the same rate and along the same axis that had been used in the corresponding tensile experiment. For the cluster simulation results, the engineering strains are computed with respect to the length of the undeformed 3D structure displayed in Fig.  1 , while the engineering strains for infinite chain simulations are computed with respect to the unstrained 24-atom wire length given in Table II. In all cases examined, when the deformation path is changed from tension to compression, bonds that had just broken are reformed. An example of such a behavior is shown in Fig. 10 , for a cluster simulation. Here the configuration obtained after 29 tensile increments ͑⑀ = 1.24͒ was used as the starting point for the compressive simulation. Both bonds that had broken during the last tensile step ͑dashed lines in the insert͒ are reformed in the compressive simulation, although some hysteresis is present, i.e., the bonds have reformed for engineering strains slightly different from those for which the bonds had broken under tensile conditions ͑⑀ = 1.00 instead of ⑀ = 1.20͒.
More interesting results are found when long SACs are compressed. As depicted in Fig. 11 , we find that a long SAC always folds up on itself during compression to form an ordered 2D structure. However, the nature of this structure is determined by the atomic arrangement immediately adjacent to the SAC, and thus the configuration present immediately prior to SAC formation. This can be seen by comparing Figs. 11͑a͒ and 11͑b͒: in both cases the SAC is 4 atoms long, but in ͑a͒, the "Zig-Zag" structure present prior to SAC formation is reformed, while in ͑b͒, a structure related to the original "ZZ3 + 5" is produced. This is completely analogous to what was found for the tensile case: it is the combination of accessibility, stability under the applied load and low energy that determines which structure gets formed.
It must be pointed out that the sequence of encountered structures is not necessarily reversible when going from a tensile experiment to a compressive one. This is primarily because the energy of a given structure strongly depends upon the imposed strain which is very different between uniaxial tension and compression. As an example, the SAC in Fig. 11͑b͒ formed from the "ZZ3 + 5" structure during tension. Upon reversing the applied load, a limited amount of "Hexagonal-Mod" ͓see Fig. 2͑g͔͒ developed. "HexagonalMod" was never observed in any of our tensile cluster simulations, but its low energy for short nearest-neighbor distances ͑see Fig. 4 and Table II͒ makes it a promising structure for compressive deformation. This, together with FIG. 11. ͑Color online͒ Examples of reversibility observed for infinite-chain simulations under compression conditions. The SAC folds into a 2D configuration that depends upon the atomic arrangement present immediately prior to SAC formation ͓a "Zig-Zag" in ͑a͒ and ͑c͒, and a ZZ3 + 5 in ͑b͔͒. The engineering strains for ͑b͒ and ͑c͒ are computed with respect to the 24-atom unstrained wires. For ͑a͒, the "Zig-Zag" structure formed through a structural transition so no such reference wire length is available. Here, the variation in wire length ͑⌬L = L = L 0 ͒ is indicated, where L is the length of the compressed wire and L 0 is the wire length just before compression starts.
the easy deformation path from a broken "ZZ3 + 5," explains its appearance in this simulation. Figure 11͑c͒ demonstrates that the folding of a SAC to an ordered 2D structure occurs for longer chains as well, and that the constituent atoms of the SAC are reabsorbed back into the contacts, as suggested in Ref. 19 .
C. Electronic properties
Since electron orbital interactions depend strongly upon the local atomic structure, we examined how the basic electronic properties of our strained nanowires changed under the strain imposed during deformation. In particular, we focused on how the application of a tensile strain would affect the presence of a band gap in the "ZZ3 + 5" structure, which displays a significant band gap ͑E g = 1.3 eV͒ under unstrained conditions. 46 Similarly, we investigated the possibility that some of the other structures shown in Figs. 2͑a͒-2͑e͒ could open a band gap during tensile evolution.
Our results can be summarized as follows. During tensile experiments, simulations starting from "Zig-Zag" and "Hexagonal" structures never displayed a band gap, while a gap often appeared for intermediate configurations during simulations with "Triangular110" and "Triangular111" starting structures. As for the "ZZ3 + 5" structure, the initial band gap almost completely disappears during the early stages of elongation, and then reopens under particular structural circumstances, similar to the behavior seen for the "Triangular110" and "Triangular111" structures. In all cases, the observed band gaps are small ͑about 0.4 eV͒. The details of how a given structure opens a gap will be discussed later in this section, but in general, the presence of some amount of the "ZZ3 + 5" structure seems to be a prerequisite. No band gap was found for structures without some amount of "ZZ3 + 5," but the presence of some "ZZ3 + 5" would not, alone, guarantee the opening of a gap.
The top part of Fig. 12 shows the size of the band gap plotted as a function of the engineering strain for "Triangular110," "Triangular111," and "ZZ3 + 5" starting structures. Since different effective strain rates affect the specific atomic structures that evolve, the plots in Fig. 12 are not unique and only one example for each structure is shown; the examples were selected to show the wide range of behavior displayed by the wires. Very small band gaps ͑smaller than 0.2 eV for instance͒ may become irrelevant under finite temperature conditions. However, these gaps demonstrate that the electronic structure depends strongly on the details of the geometry, and strong scattering may occur when vibrations come into play. Structures corresponding to interesting features in the band gap plot are displayed in the lower part of the figure.
Starting with the evolution of the "ZZ3 + 5" structure, it is worth pointing out that the initial gap is about 0.9 eV instead of 1.3 eV. This is because, as discussed in Sec. II, the initial structures for our tensile simulations had nearest-neighbor distances set to the gold bulk value of 2.88 Å, instead of to the "ZZ3 + 5" equilibrium value of 2.76 Å ͑Sec. III A͒. Thus, the starting engineering strain is not zero. For a nearest-neighbor distance of 2.76 Å we found an energy gap in very good agreement with Ref. 46 . As the wire continues to stretch elastically up to an engineering strain of ⑀ = 0.14, the gap reduces smoothly to 0.4 eV. At this strain, the first structural rearrangement occurs ͑see insets in the figure͒ and the gap abruptly reduces to 0.2 eV. As the wire continues to stretch, the gap remains very small for engineering strains between 0.14 and 0.21, then rapidly increases to a maximum of 0.4 eV when structure A in the figure forms. As before, this gap diminishes with increasing strain, becoming less than 0.2 eV for a large range of engineering strain before it reopens when structure C appears. The opening of a significant gap ͑between 0.3 and 0.5 eV͒ during elongation is also observed in most simulations for both the "Triangular110" and "Triangular111" starting structures. It is important to mention that in all cases when structural and electronic factors result in the opening of a gap, this gap noticeably reduces in size as the structure elongates elastically.
As mentioned above, changing the effective strain rate produces different atomic configurations that exhibit different electronic behaviors. Thus, while a band gap corresponding to structure A is found in all of our "ZZ3 + 5" simulations, the second reopening of the gap is observed in only some cases. Also, the "Triangular111" simulations usually displayed a band-gap opening behavior very similar to the one shown in Fig. 12 for the "Triangular110" structure, i.e., a single, limited gap opening, preceded and followed by conductive behavior.
The intermittent band-gap behavior observed during the nanowire simulations may help explain the abrupt up-and- It is also important to note that a recent theoretical study by Ke et al. 45 showed that simple rotational deformations of an infinite length, zigzagged SAC with constant lattice parameter lead to pronounced changes in the band structure and the opening and closing of a large band gap. Our findings confirm this dependence of the gap on the rotational arrangement of SAC atoms: using structure C in Fig. 12 as a test case, we found that rotating the two canted central atoms ͑see the lower in-plane picture in C͒ of the two SACs reduced the energy gap by half. However, the presence of a limited amount of "ZZ3 + 5" structure and the rotational arrangement of the atoms in the SAC still do not fully explain the opening of a band gap, as exemplified by the structural variety of small band gap configurations displayed in Fig. 12 .
To deepen our understanding of the opening and closing of the band gap during the elongation process we focused our analysis on one particular simulation ͓the "ZZ3 + 5" simulation shown in Fig. 12͔ , comparing two small-band-gap structures ͑A and C͒ to a conducting one ͑B͒, corresponding to an engineering strain intermediate between structures A and C. Note the pronounced structural similarity between all three configurations.
To determine why structure B is a conductor while A and C are not, we examined the density of states and atomic orbital contributions for structures A, B, and C, i.e., for engineering strains of 0.23, 0.34, and 0.44, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 13͑a͒ , where the vertical lines indicate the position of the Fermi level for the s, p, and d orbitals, structure B has a significant density of states at the Fermi level in stark contrast to structures A and C. Projection of these states onto individual atoms indicates that the central zigzag region is responsible for the conduction band in structure B ͑⑀ = 0.34͒. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 13͑b͒ , which shows the projection of orbital components of states near the Fermi level onto atom 13, an atom that is central to the planar zigzag region in all three structures ͑atom 13 is circled in structures A, B, and C in Fig. 12͒ . In structure A ͑⑀ = 0.23͒, the occupied states for the ten atoms in the zigzag region lie well below the Fermi level, thus introducing a significant band gap. The reason for this band gap can be clearly seen from the spatial projection of the orbital contribution for the highest occupied state of NW structure A shown in Fig. 14, which shows a highly localized, and thus insulating, character.
As the chain elongates to ⑀ = 0.34 and the number of atoms in the zigzag region is reduced from ten to eight atoms, the energy of the occupied states increases to where the band straddles the Fermi level, thus closing the band gap ͓see Fig.  13͑b͔͒ . As the chain is further extended to ⑀ = 0.44, the zigzag region is reduced to only six atoms and the energy of these states is raised well above the Fermi level, thus, reopening the band gap. This shifting of the energy level is consistent with the reduced delocalization of the electrons across the smaller number of atoms in the zigzag region. The binding between atoms in the central zigzag regions is very strong due to extensive orbital overlap in these planar substructures. It should be noted that there is significant p and d contribution to these bands, as well as the expected dominant s character. Due to the strong overlap between the atoms in the zigzag region, the resultant electronic states rise and fall together as a function of the length of the segment, thus strongly influencing conductivity along the nanowire.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we used semistatic DFT simulations to explore the structural and electronic behavior of Au NWs under realistic conditions of imposed elastic and plastic strain. We find that the elastic and plastic strain are critical factors in evaluating the behavior of nanowires, both through determining the sequence of intermediate structures that evolve during deformation, and modifying the interactions of the electronic orbitals in wires that experience varying degrees of elastic strain. The sequence of structures that evolve during nanowire deformation depends upon three main factors: the presence of an energetically reasonable deformation path between consecutive structures ͑structural accessibility͒, stability under the imposed strain, and low energy under the constraint of fixed wire length and number of atoms.
These criteria were also examined for "reverse loading" conditions, where a NW is first deformed in tension and then deformed in compression. Here, although the sequence of encountered structures was only partially reversible, the same general rules applied. The electronic structure of the NWs was also found to be highly dependent upon the imposed strain, as typified by the previously reported semiconducting structure "ZZ3 + 5" for which the band gap varies dramatically with the imposed elastic strain. Most importantly, abrupt opening and closing of a band gap was observed during the plastic tensile deformation of several NWs, which may explain similar conductance oscillations observed experimentally. In one specific case that was examined in detail, the origin of this highly variable band gap was found to be caused by an increase in the energy of the occupied states ͑driven by reduced delocalization in a central region͒ through the Fermi level during deformation. 
